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The bmnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 requires the General
Accounting Office to study physician antitrust issuesand to report to
the Congress.This report is submitted in satisfaction of that
requirement.
Pursuant to the law and discussionswith congressionalstaff, this report
addresses:(1) the effect of antitrust laws on the ability of physicians to
act in groups to educate and discipline peers so as to reduce and eliminate ineffective practice patterns and inappropriate utilization; and
(2) antitrust issues as they relate to the adoption of practice guidelines
by third-party payers. Seeappendix I for a discussionof our objectives,
scope,and methodology.

Background

The public policy of the United States, which favors free market competition and opposesunreasonablerestraints on trade, is articulated in
federal statutes prohibiting practices that are incompatible with competition as an instrument for allocating resources,empowering consumers,
and checking private economicpower. The federal antitrust statutes
most pertinent to medical societiesand other professional associations1
are section 1 of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act? and section 5 of the Federal Trade CommissionAct.3
Section 1 of the Sherman Act declares illegal “(elvery contract, combination . . . or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerceamong the several States. . ..I’While this prohibition literally encompassesevery
arrangement in restraint of trade, the courts have construed it as precluding only those contracts or combinations that are unreasonablein
‘American Medical Association (AMA) memorandum, Legal Implications of Practice Parameters, at
28 (1990) (hereafter cited as AMA memorandum on practice parameters).
2duly 2, 1890, c.647,1,26 Stat. 209, classified to 16 USC. 1.
3Sept. 26, 1914, c.311,6,38 Stat. 719, classified to 16 USC. 46.
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the sensethat, on balance,they restrain rather than promote competition.4 The Department of Justice (DOJ) is authorized to bring criminal or
civil proceedingsto enforce this prohibition5
The Federal Trade Commission(FTC)also has a role in antitrust enforcement. Section 6 of the Federal Trade CommissionAct authorizes the
Commissionto issue ceaseand desist orders to prohibit “unfair methods
of competition.” This has been interpreted to reach activity in restraint
of trade that violates the Sherman Act or that, “when full blown,”
would violate that act.6
In addition, under section 4 of the Clayton Act,’ private parties “injured
in [their] businessor property by reason of anything forbidden in the
antitrust laws” are authorized to sue offending parties for treble damages.In this way, private parties may also enforce section 1 of the
Sherman Act.

Results in Brief

The antitrust laws need not unduly interfere with the responsible
actions of physicians to reduce ineffective practice patterns and inappropriate utilization, or with those of payers to adopt practice guidelines. There appears to be no need at present for legislation providing
antitrust immunity to physicians or payers to facilitate these activities.

Basic Antitrust
Analysis-Application
to Physicians

For many years, the SupremeCourt did not decide whether practice of
the learned professions constitutes “trade or commerce,”so that it was
unclear whether section 1 of the Sherman Act applied to the medical
profession.8However, in 1976, the Court ruled that section 1 of the
Sherman Act applied to professiona1s.Q
Sevenyears later, the Court confirmed that the provision applies to physicians with the samerigor as to

4Northern Pacific Railway Company v. United States, 366 U.S. 1,4-6 (1968).
“16 USC. 1 and 4.
“Q.!deral Trade Commission v. Motion Picture Advertising Service Co., 344 U.S. 392,394396 (1963);
* @deral Trade Commission v. Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316,321(1966).
b,41
fOct. 16,1914, c-323,4,38 Stat. 731, classified to 16 U.S.C. 16.
*American Medical Association v. United States, 317 U.S. 619,628 (1943); United States v. National
Association of Real Estate Boards, 339 U.S. 486,492 (1960).
%oldfarb v. Virginia State Bar, 421 U.S. 773 (1976).
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competitors of other kinds.lOThe Court found that maximum-feeschedules-agreements among competingphysicians setting the maximum fee
they may claim in full payment for servicesprovided to policyholders of
certain insurance plans-violated section 1 of the ShermanAct.
Thus, agreementsamongcompetitors-including physicians-and any
resulting concerted activity are illegal if they injure consumersby
unreasonablyrestraining competition, Any agreementbetween competing physicians, whether as membersof a medical society or in a less
organizedcontext, may therefore trigger section 1 scrutiny to determ ine
if the action unreasonably suppressescompetition. Such scrutiny
employstwo basic modesof analysis.ll

Per Se

Certain businessarrangementsare presumedto restrain trade or commerceunreasonably and, therefore, constitute per se violations of antitrust laws. As set out by the SupremeCourt, the per se rule applies to
“agreementsor practices which becauseof their pernicious effect on
competition and lack of any redeemingvirtue are conclusively presumed
to be unreasonableand therefore illegal without elaborate inquiry as to
precise harm they have causedor the businessexcusefor their use.“12
Examplesof such agreementscited by the Court include those to fix
prices, divide markets, or engagein someforms of boycott activity.13

Rule of Reason

Courts have treated antitrust challengesto joint action among competitors to achieve market efficiencies as requiring a more detailed analysis
than when a per se violation is found. This analysis is called the rule of
reason.14The rule of reason doctrine involves a broad inquir& into the
nature, purpose, and effect of any challengedpractice. TheSupreme
Court rendered an oft-cited expressionof this doctrine in <ChicagoBoard
of Trade v. United StatesI
“‘Arizona v. Maricopa County Medical Society, 467 U.S. 332 (1982).
1‘Lawrence A. Sullivan, Handbook of the Law of Antitrust, 69 (1977).
‘2Northern Pacific R. Co. v. United States, 366 U.S. at 4-6.
&Izona v. Maricopa County Medical Society, 467 U.S. at 342-366 (price-fixing agreements);
on Originators Guild v. FTC, 312 U.S. 467 (1941) (group boycotts).
14E&, Leibenluft and Pollard, Antitrust Scrutiny of the Health Profession: Developing a Framework
for Assessing Private Restraints, 34 Vanderbilt L. Rev. 927,949-960 (1981).
‘“246 U.S. 231,238 (1918).
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“The true test of legality is whether the restraint imposed is such as merely regulates and perhaps thereby promotes competition or whether it is such as may suppress or even destroy competition. To determine that question the court must
ordinarily consider the facts peculiar to the businessto which the restraint is
applied; its condition before and after the restraint was imposed;the nature of the
restraint and its effect, actual or probable. The history of the restraint, the evil
believed to exist, the reason for adopting the particular remedy, the purpose or end
sought to be attained, are all relevant facts. This is not becausea good intention will
save an otherwise objectionableregulation or the reverse; but becauseknowledge of
intent may help the court to interpret facts and to predict consequences.“16

The application of such a doctrine is fact-intensive, requiring concrete
information about the restraint being imposed and culminating in a
determination whether the challengedrestraint benefits consumersby
promoting competition or injures consumersby suppressingcompetition.*’Unlike casesinvolving per se offenses that clearly harm competition and are conclusively presumed to be illegal, rule of reason cases
involve a “grey area,” requiring a more laborious assessmentof the
competitive effect of an agreement.18
The need to assessthe effect of
each such agreementmakes it difficult to generalizeregarding the application of the rule of reason doctrine.

%ee,e.g.,Wilk v. A.M.A., 719 F.2d 207,222 (7th Cir. 1983) (Wilk I), cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1210
(lI!IS4)~iuzer,

U.M.D. v. American Academy of Periodontology, 736’lTZdTF7Q(D.C. Cir. 1984).

i7NationaI Society of Professional Engineers v. United States, 436 U.S. 679,691(1978).
ls“Standards and Certification: The Role of Antitrust,” Remarks by Judy Whalley, Deputy Assistant
Attorney General, Antitrust Division, Department of Justice, Before the Council on Codes and Standards, American Society of Mechanical Engineers (Mar. 6,1988) (diicussing the antitrust implications
of engineering standards).
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Effect of Antitrust
Laws on the Ability of
Physicians to Act
Collectively to
Educate and Discipline
Peers in Order to
Reduce and Eliminate
Ineffective Practice
Patterns and
Inappropriate
Utilization
HClspital Peer Review

Hospital peer review is subject to antitrust scrutiny but is likely to violate the law only when the processis abused.In fact, peer review is
arguably pro-competitive in many situations.
The vast majority of American hospitals have established a medical peer
review processwhereby physicians review the qualifications of, and
appropriateness and quality of care rendered by, other staff physicians.lRThe SupremeCourt recently confirmed that such hospital peer
review meets the “trade or commerce”requirement for jurisdiction
under section 1 of the Sherman Act20
However, according to federal antitrust enforcement agencies,only in
exceptional circumstances- where the peer review processis not used
to review individual competencebut, rather, is a sham used to exclude a
competent practitioner or group of practitioners from the market and
thus to restrain competition- would an antitrust violation result from
peer reviews21
rgThe Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, which accredits approximately
80 percent of American hospitals, maintains standards requiring hospitals to engage in some form of
medical staff peer review.
20Summit Health, Ltd. v. Pinhas, 69 U.S.L.W. 4493 (U.S. May 28, 1991) (No. 89-1679).
21See
-Q& e. Charles Rule, Assistant Attorney General, DOJ letter to American Medical Association,
Decem r 2,1986; Letter from FTC to the Honorable John tinge11 (July 26,1986); Health Care Management Corp., et al., 107 F.T.C. 286 (1986).
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Caselaw bears out this contention: Patrick v. Burget, one of the few
caseswhere peer review participants have been found liable,22involved
substantial evidenceof bad faith conduct that a court characterized as
“shabby, unprincipled and unprofessional.“23
So long as peer review is conducted in good faith and in a manner that
provides rights of due processto those reviewed, participants should not
have to be concernedabout violating antitrust law. Indeed, such review
may be seen as promoting competition between groups of physicians by
providing a tool by which a particular group may enhanceits own reputation for efficiency and quality in relation to the others. Peer review is
also essential to the efficient operation of hospitals as competitive enterprises seekingto provide good quality care at low cost.
Thus, medical staff of a hospital may engagein peer review without
undue antitrust exposure by establishing procedures to ensure that medical peer review activities are conductedin good faith with safeguards
for the rights of those subject to review and competitors of the doctors
under review do not wield the ultimate power. For example, with
respect to the last point, the hospital management,not the medical staff,
could ultimately make the staffing or privileges decision: unlike the
medical staff, the hospital cannot be said generally to be a competitor of
the physician who is the subject of peer review.24
During the early 198Os,in responseto antitrust challengesto the peer
review process,lower federal courts in Illinois and Oregonruled that the
process was exempt from federal antitrust laws under the “state-action
immunity doctrine.“26This doctrine recognizesthat the Sherman Act
was intended to regulate private practices and not to prohibit states

224S6U.S. 94 (1988), reh’ . denied, 437 U.S. 1243 (1988); See e.g., American Medical Association
memorandum, Litigation
--&- er Hospital Peer Review Decisions, at 8 (hereinafter cited as AMA memorandum on peer review litigation).
23486 U.S. at 98 n.3 (quoting the Court of Appeals, 800 F.2d 1498, 1609 (9th Cir. 1986)). For example,
one member of the peer review panel chaired a state investigation into the practice of the doctor who
was sanctioned by the panel without revealing his conflict of interest. In addition, there was substantial evidence indicating that the peer review panel had treated that doctor’s cases differently from
those of other doctors
24See,Havighurst, Doctors and Hospitals: An Antitrust Perspective in Traditional Relationships,
19xDuke L.J. 1071,1121,1124-1126.
2sAMA memorandum on peer review litigation, su ra note 22, at 9 (citing Marrese v. Interqual, Inc.,
748 F.2d 373 (7th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 472 U.-l?T. 1 27 (1986) and Patrick, 806 F.2d 1498, rev’d,
486 U.S. 94 (1988)).
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from imposing commercialrestraints as acts of government.20Theserulings were regarded as significant since most states have policies clearly
articulated by statutes requiring hospitals to engagein peer reviewsz7
and providing someform of civil immunity for physicians serving in
that capacity.28
In Patrick, the SupremeCourt clarified the degreeof state supervision
necessaryfor the state-action exemption to protect hospital peer review.
The
held that, for state-action immunity to apply, the state must
engagein such active supervision of the challengedconduct, that it exercises“ultimate control” over peer review decisions.29
Sincemany states
do not engagein such active supervision of the peer review process,30
somefeared that this ruling would result in increasedlitigation seeking
to hold peer review participants liable for antitrust violations31

Court

Through the Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986, the Congress attempted to ameliorate these fears and thus to encourage
physicians to engagein peer review. The act provides, for personsparticipating in professional review of physicians, an exemption from antitrust liability for money damageswhen that review conforms to
specified criteria .z2The professional review must relate to the competence or professional conduct of a physician being reviewed, and any
action against a physician must be taken:
“(1) in the reasonable belief that the action was in the furtherance of quality of
health care,
“(2) after a reasonable effort to obtain the facts of the matter,
“(3) after adequate notice and hearing procedures are afforded to the physician
involved or after such other procedures as are fair to the physician under the circumstances, and
“(4) in the reasonable belief that the action was warranted by the facts known after

@Parker v. Brown, 317 U.S. 341(1943).
27AMA memorandum on peer review litigation, supra note 22, at 4.
2sSee The Legal Liability of Peer Review Participants for Revocation of Hospital Staff privileges,
28ake L. Rev. 692,694 (1978).
2e466 U.S. at 101.
3oSee,e.g., AMA memorandum on peer review litigation, supra note 22, at Q-10.
3’See, e.g., Koska, Peer Review privileges: MDe Fear Iegal Tangles, Hospitals, Dec. 6, 1989, at 28.
32Pub. L. No. 99-660, Title IV, 100 Stat. 3784 (1986). Physicians exercising due care in their employment by peer review organizations in the Medicare program were already specifically accorded crlminal and civil immunity. 42 USC. 1320&(b).
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This law was recently held by a US. District Court in California to
immunizethe participants in a challengedpeer review decision.34

Practice Guidelines
Physician Efforts at SelfEducation,Including
Informational Guidelines

Seldomwould any physician effort for the purpose of self-education
result in a restraint of trade. This remains true, even if the effort
involved the promulgation by competingphysicians of voluntary informational guidelines.36Physician self-educationmay be seenas promoting
competition by inform ing physicians of alternative and potentially more
effective and efficient ways to practice medicine.For example, informational practice guidelineswould be expectedto promote competition by
establishing someform of consensusfor treating certain conditions.36
Physiciansmay independently gaugetheir decision-makingaccordingly,
and insurers and patients may use such information to becomebetterinformed consumers.Therefore, if physician groups produce guidelines
for purely informational purposes,there is little chanceof an antitrust
problem .37
The American Medical Association has suggestedthat a physician group
wishing to adopt informational guidelines could take certain common
sensesteps to m inim ize antitrust liability risks, such as: (1) basing the
guidelineson objective, scientific judgment; (2) using the guidelinesto
recommendwhat should be done as opposedto who should do it; and
33412(a), 100 Stat. 3786, classified to 42 USC. 11112(a).
34Austin v. McNamara, 731 F. Supp. 934 (CD. Cal. 1990); See also Stitzell v. York Memorial Osteopathic Hospital, 764 FSupp. 1061 (M.D. Pa. 1991).
35See,e.g., Whalley remarks, ss

note 18.

3BPracticeguidelines may affect more than treatment decisions. For example, in a recent report,
examining the methods for the development of guidelines, we used the following definition:
“guidance-by whatever name-that aids practicing physicians and others in the medical community (and consumers, if included) in day-today decisions by describing the degree of appropriateness
and the relative effectiveness of alternate approaches to detecting, diagnosing, and/or managing
selected health conditions.”
GAO, Practice Guidelines: The Experience of Medical Specialty Societies at 2 (PEED-91-l).
37!&, AMA memorandum on practice parameters, su ra note 1 at 33; See also, Schachar v. American
Academy of Ophthalmology, Inc., 870 F.2d 397,39 cd-( th Cir. 1989); C%%%%%edMetal Products, Inc.
v. American Petroleum Institute, 846 F.2d 284 (6th Cir. 1988).
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(3) adhering to fair procedures in the development of the guidelines,
such as permitting interested parties to comment on draft guidelines and
attempting to incorporate suggestionsin the final version.38

Mandatory Guidelines

If physician groups make adherenceto practice guidelines the basis for
membership or agree with payers to make them the basis for reimbursement,3Qantitrust issuesmay arise, depending on the nature of the group.
Physician groups organized for the specific purpose of delivering services competitively can and do use mandatory guidelines. An example of
this kind of group would be a health maintenanceorganization.4”In such
a situation, the physicians in the group may argue plausibly that adherence to the guidelines is ancillary to the operation of a legitimate joint
venture that enhancescompetition in the health care market.
However, if the physician group- for example, a professional association-is not organized specifically to deliver services, the use of mandatory guidelines becomesmore difficult to justify. This is because
guidelines binding on association memberswho compete among themselves increase the likelihood that consumersmay be prevented from
obtaining a service they desire.
Probably the best competitive justification for mandatory guidelines by
a group such as a professional association is that maintaining and
enforcing certain standards allows a nondominant group of competing
physicians to differentiate themselves from other physicians, thereby
affording consumersclearer choicesand enhancing competition.41If a
physician group using a mandatory guideline does not dominate its field
of practice, competitors have the option of practicing under different
guidelines and consumersare not denied accessto alternative styles of
practice.
38AhlA memorandum on practice parameters, supra note 1, at 42.

3RPhysician groups recommending that payers make group guidelines the basis for reimbursement
are unlikely to be found liable but may increase their risk of being sued under the Sherman Act. s
Schachar, 870 F.2d at 398 (dicta indicating that one reason the American Academy of Ophthal9mo ogy’s characterization of a new surgical procedure as “experimental” did not violate antitrust law
was that the Academy did not directly attempt to influence insurers); Virginia Academy, Etc. v. Blue
Shield of Va., 469 F. Supp. 662 (E.D. Va. 1979) (professional association of clinical psychologists in
Virginia unsuccessfully brought action against payer, alleging conspiracy with Neuropsychiatric
Society of Virginia based on consultations between the two).
40See,e.g., Antitrust Enforcement and the Medical Profession: No Special Treatment, Remarks by
Charles F. Rule, Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division, Department of Justice, Before the
Interim Meeting of the AMA House of Delegates (Dec. 6, 1988).
41%efoot v. American College of Surgeons, 662 F. Supp. 882,904 (N.D. Ill. 1986).
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The FTC has indicated that physician groups making agreementsto
operate medical prepayment plans under their control can minimize
potential antitrust problems by establishing that: (1) the physician members have no anti-competitive intent in making the agreements;(2) the
collective market share affected is not so large as to foreclose competition; and (3) adherenceto the agreementswill achieve a pro-competitive
efficiency that outweighs any reduction in competition between the physicians.42Although applied to prepayment plans, the FTCdoes not limit
these suggestionsto physician groups engagingin the “business of insurance.“43Physician groups contemplating agreeingto mandatory guidelines may find these FTCsuggestions,as well as the relevant suggestions
pertaining to the establishment of voluntary guidelines, to be valuable
guidance.
Even with these precautions, it may be difficult, outside the context of a
legitimate joint venture specifically organized to deliver health care, to
establish a competitive justification for certain mandatory guidelines.44
Further, a court will almost certainly consider such a casein the context
of a rule of reason analysis,46necessarily involving extensive and timeconsuming gathering of facts and analysis. Thus, in general, a physician
group incurs more risk of antitrust problems by using mandatory guidelines as opposedto informational guidelines.

42SeeFederal Trade Commission Knforcen@nt Policy With Respect to Physician Agreements to Control Medical Prepayment Plans, at 13-21,46 Fed. Keg. 48,982 (1981) (hereafter cited as FIG enforcement policy).
431d.at 4.
44See e Wilk v American Medical Association, 896 F.2d 362 (7th Cir. 1990) (Wilk II) (Court
rei&!?hIA
argument that physician “boycott” of chiropractors based on AMA ethical principles
had a pro-competitive effect Court found that “boycott” restricted consumers’ability to obtain a
lawful service that they wanted); A.M.A. v. F.T.C. 638 F.2d 443 (2d Cir. 1980), affirmed by an
equally divided Court, 466 U.S. 676 (1982) (AMA restraints on truthful physician advertising and
solicitation violated antitrust law because restraints made it more difficult for consumers to obtain
information about available services).
46See e&, F.T.C. v. Indiana Federation of Dentists, 476 U.S. 447,468 (1986); National Society of
Pisssional Engineers, 436 U.S. at 696; Kcefoot, 662 F. Supp. at 886-889.
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Effect of Antitrust Laws
on Physician Responseto
Medicare Implementation
of a Statutory Fee
Schedule

Under recent legislation, beginning in 1992, physicians serving Medicare
patients will receive payment for physician services based on actual
charges or a statutory fee schedule,whichever is less. The fee schedule
is the product of three factors: (1) the relative value of the service performed, (2) a monetary conversion factor, and (3) a geographic
adjustment.@
The monetary conversion factor appears to provide an incentive for
physicians to limit current Medicare expenditures in order to maintain
the rate of reimbursement in subsequent years. The conversion factor
will be weighted to reflect, among other things, actual expenditures for
physicians’services in relation to expenditures that had been projected
for those services. If actual expenditures are less than projected, future
reimbursements for physicians will tend to increase.Conversely, if
actual expenditures are greater than projected, future reimbursements
will tend to decrease.
The incentive created by the conversion factor might encourage physicians to influence each other in order to reduce unnecessaryor ineffective care. However, this would pose antitrust problems only if it results
from an agreement between independently competing physicians and
has the effect of restraining competition. Such a situation might arise if
competing physicians agreed to follow particular practice guidelines,
Similarly, local physicians might agree not to refer patients to another
particularly inefficient or uncooperative physician so as not to affect
negatively future Medicare payments. Such agreementswould present
antitrust issues and would be difficult to defend as pro-competitive
undertakings.
However, these agreementsare unlikely to occur, for several reasons.
Becausethe conversion factor is indirectly weighted to reflect cost efficiency and applies uniformly to all physicians providing services in particular categories or groups nationwide, isolated attempts by physicians
to limit expenditures are unlikely to result in a significant return to
them. Although national organizations might try to standardize physician practices to curb opportunistic or inefficient behavior, we are
aware of no signs as yet that this is contemplated. Further, it will take 2
years for the statutory fee schedule to reflect a failure to meet an

4%nnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (OBRA 1989), Pub. L. No. 101-239,6102, 103 Stat.
2169-2180, classified to 42 USC. 1396w-4.
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expenditure target. Becausethe Congressitself may intervene during
time, there will be only a lim ited incentive to conspire in this way.

that

Under another part of the same 1989 Medicareamendment,the chance
of anti-competitive behavior may be somewhat greater. The law
requires the Secretary of Health and Human Servicesto develop a plan
under which, on or after October 1, 1991, qualified physician groups
may elect to use separate group-specific reimbursementrates. These
rates would be determ ined by a monetary conversion factor calculated
specifically for each such group.47Dependingon the nature of the group,
the number of physicians, and their geographicdistribution, there may
be somepotential for agreementsthat raise antitrust concerns.
If the group is small enough, one inefficient physician may increase
actual expenditures of the group enough to affect future rate determ inations significantly. Enforceable agreementsto adhere to practice guidelines m ight be the easiestway for physicians to ensure that a few
aberrant competitors do not raise costs and trigger future reductions in
payment levels. Further, if the area of group distribution is compact
enough, the chanceis greater that group memberswill have established
patterns of referring patients to each other. Consequently,physicians
may enter into agreementsnot to refer patients to a particularly inefficient member of the group.
Sincethere is currently no evidencethat even direct economicincentives
would actually result in anti-competitive behavior by physicians, the
extent of risk of such behavior as a result of the amendmentis unpredictable. If a physician group constitutes a joint venture formed to
deliver servicesmore competitively, such as a staff or independent practice associationhealth maintenanceorganization, then an agreementby
the membersof that group to enforce certain standards of efficiency
would be justified as ancillary to the overriding competitive purpose.*
But if the physician group is not organizedspecifically to deliver services more competitively, the sameconduct jointly, as opposedto individually, would be difficult to justify. It should be noted that
implementation of the Secretary’splan for separate group-specific reim bursement rates is contingent on specific approval by the Congress.4Q

471Jl.at 6102(f)(4)(A), 103 Stat. 2180.
48See
- FE enforcement policy, supra note 41, at 13-17.
4QOBRA1989, supra note 46, at 6102(f)(4)(B), 103 Stat. 2189.
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A judicially created doctrine called the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine proEffect of Antitrust Laws
from antitrust liability efforts by private entities to obtain or influon Physicians Complaining tects
ence government legislation or regulation, even where motivated by
to Peer Review
anti-competitive intent.60This doctrine has been extended to protect
Organizations and Carriers petitioners to government agencies,“’including a quasi-governmental
About Violations of
health systems agency.62
Medicare Guidelines by
It seemslikely that physician complaints to peer review organizations
Other Physicians

and carriers regarding potential violations of the Medicare program, so
long as they are not a mere sham to disguise anti-competitive activities,“”
would be seen as, in essence,directed to the government, and would
therefore be protected from antitrust liability by the Noerr-Pennington
doctrine. Both peer review organizations (PROS) and carriers have distinct and essential responsibilities under the Medicare law. PROS contract
with the federal government to promote “the effective, efficient, and
economicaldelivery of health care services and . . . the quality of services of the type for which payment may be made.“64Carriers contract
with the federal government to “make determinations of the rates and
amounts of payments required pursuant to [Part B of Medicare]”and to
make such payments and audit them “to assure that proper payments
are made.““”It is settled that PROS and carriers, in administering the
Medicare program, act as agents of the federal government.56
Further, through the Health Care Quality Improvement Act of 1986, the
Congresshas provided immunity from damagesfor any person providing information in good faith, regarding the competenceor professional conduct of a physician, to a “professional review body.““7 The

so&stern Railroad Presidents’Conference v. Noerr, 366 U.S. 127 (1961); IJnited Mine Workers v.
plt’nni&on, 381 U.S. 667 (1966).
s’&lifornia

Motor Transport Co. v. Trucking Unlimited, 404 U.S. 608,510-611(1972).

K2Garst v. Stoco, 604 F. Supp. 326 (E.D. Ark. 1986) (antitrust immunity accorded to, among others,
physicians petitioning a local Health Systems Agency, a nonprofit, private corporation established
pursuant to federal law, in opposition to an application for a certificate of need).
““m,

365 U.S. at 144.

s442 U.S.C. 1396yfg).
““42 USC. 1396u(a)(l).
Kwoun v. Southeast MO. Prof. Standards Rev. Org’n., 811 F.2d 401(8th Cir. 1987) (PROS);
. Seiler, 766 F.2d 663 (8th Cir. 1986) (carriers).
s7Pub. L. No. 99-660, Title IV, 41 l(a)(2), 110 Stat. 3786 (1986) classified to 42 U.S.C. 1111 l(a)(2).
Persons providing relevant information in good faith to a Medicare PRO are also specifically accorded
civil and criminal immunity under the Medicare law. 42 U.S.C. 1320&(a).
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term “professional review body” encompassesany health care entity
and any governing body or committee of a health care entity, including
hospitals and professional societiesthat follow a formal peer review
process.68

Antitrust Issues
Relating to the
Adoption of Practice
Guidelines by ThirdParty Payers

It is difficult to predict whether medical insurers (so-called third-party
payers) adopting practice guidelines to determine which claims they will
reimburse would qualify under the law that exempts the state-regulated
businessof insurance from the Sherman Act. However, insurers could
safely adopt guidelines as long as they acted independently.
It was not until 1944 that the SupremeCourt determined that the business of insurance was part of interstate commerceand subject to the
Sherman Act.6QThe Congressrespondedwith the McCarran-Ferguson
Act, which provided persons engagedin the businessof insurance regulated by state law with an exemption from application of the Sherman
Act.BOIn order to qualify for the McCarran-Fergusonexemption, a challenged activity must: (1) constitute the businessof insurance; (2) be subject to the regulation of state law; and (3) not amount to a boycott,
coercion, or intimidation’jl The Supreme Court has identified three criteria for determining whether an activity is part of the businessof
insurance. The activity should: (1) have the effect of transferring or
spreading a policyholder’s risk; (2) constitute an integral part of the
policy relationship between the insurer and the insured; and (3) be limited to entities within the insurance industry.@
Applying those criteria, the Court concludedthat an insurance company’s use of a peer review committee to determine the reasonableness
of certain charges failed to qualify as the businessof insurance on all
three counts.63Likewise, an agreementamong insurers to adopt practice

‘%31(4)(A) and (ll),

110 Stat. 3792-3793, classified to 42 U.S.C. 11161.

6Rpnited States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Assn., 322 U.S. 633 (1944).
s069 Stat. 33, classified to 16 U.S.C. 1011-1916.
6116 U.S.C. 1012(a) and (b), 1013(b); See, e.g., Borsody, The Antitrust Law and the Health Industq,
12 Akron L. Rev., 417,440.447 (1979).
62LJnionLabor Life Ins. Co. v. Pireno, 468 U.S. 119, 129 (1982) (construing Group Life & Health Ins.
Co. v. Royal Drug Co., 440 U.S. 206,211-217 (1978)).
631d
-’ at 128.
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guidelines for reimbursement-no matter how logical a business practice-might be construed as outside the business of insurance and therefore not protected by the McCarran-Ferguson antitrust exemption.
However, subjecting insurers acting in this area to antitrust scrutiny
would not preclude them from unilaterally adopting practice guidelines
for reimbursement. If one party acts alone, there is no combination or
conspiracy for the purpose of applying section 1 of the Sherman Act.“4
Thus, if one insurer independently establishes a policy that it will reimburse for physician services performed only in accordance with certain
guidelines, there should be no antitrust problem. Those consumers and
physicians adversely affected by the insurer’s guidelines would remain
free to negotiate with other insurers operating under different rules.
Identical guidelines for treating the same conditions are not necessary or
even desirable. Just as there are a diversity of medically appropriate
ways to deal with certain conditions, there can be a diversity of medical
procedures for which insurers may be willing to pay. It is possible to
envision a situation where insurers separately adopt different medical
practice guidelines.@
If more than one insurer should adopt reimbursement policies using
identical or substantially similar guidelines, the potential for antitrust
difficulty arises, but insurers would be liable only if it can be shown that
they agreed to act in concert. Insurers contemplating such agreements
would have to weigh the convenience of working with others against the
potential for antitrust exposure.
The Department of Health and Human Services,through the Agency for
Health Care Policy and Research,is in the process of developing medical
practice guidelines in connection with the Medicare program.B6Insurers
may find it convenient to adopt these Medicare guidelines, or some variation thereof, for their own use. If this happened, the circumstances
would tend to explain the timing and substance of the insurers’simultaneous adoption of the Medicare guidelines and would not support any
inference of an agreement among insurers.

64Sullivan supra, note 11, at 69.

.

Havighurst, Practice Guidelines for Medical Care: The Policy Rationale, 34 St. Louis IJ. L. J.
ii&i;.
““42 USC. 1320b-12(a), as added by Pub. L. No. 101-239,6103(b), 103 Stat. 2196 (1989).
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Conclusions

It is impossible to predict exactly what actions physicians might take to
eliminate ineffective practice patterns and inappropriate utilization or
how payers might go about adopting practice guidelines. Similarly, there
is no way to know for sure how courts might rule on antitrust challenges
to these activities.
However, the antitrust laws should not unduly interfere with responsible actions by physicians or payers to achieve either end. Moreover,
the risk of anti-competitive effects should be considered before deciding
that a further legislative exemption from antitrust scrutiny is warranted. Hospital-basedpeer review is already exempt to a large extent.
Accordingly, there appears to be no need at present for legislation providing antitrust immunity to physicians or payers to facilitate these
activities. If, in the future, it becomesapparent that the adoption of
guidelines is being hindered unduly, the Congressmay consider providing antitrust immunity at that time.

Agency Comments

The Federal Trade Commissionand the Department of Justice reviewed
drafts of this report. Where appropriate, their commentshave been
incorporated. Both agencieshave submitted written statements generally supporting the conclusionsreached herein. The FTC’Sstatement is
included in appendix II, and DOJ’S in appendix III.
The FTC took issue with us on one significant point. In commenting on
the draft, FTCstaff disagreed with our statements that physician groups
recommendingthat payers adopt their guidelines for reimbursement
purposes and payers adopting identical or substantially similar guidelines for reimbursement would almost certainly experience antitrust
problems. The FTCviews such activities as the mere communication of
information or expression of policy and hence not as antitrust
violations.
We agree. The draft was intended to reflect our view that physicians or
insurers acting in these areas could be challenged on antitrust grounds,
and not to imply that such suits would be successful.We have modified
the report to correct any impression that antitrust suits are likely to
succeedin these instances.
We also submitted a draft of this report to Clark C. Havighurst, William
Neal Reynolds Professor of Law at Duke University, the author of a
number of papers dealing with the application of antitrust law in the
Page 16
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area of health care. Where appropriate, his commentshave also been
incorporated in the text of the report.
Copiesof this report are being sent to appropriate congressionalcommittees; the Federal Trade Commission;the Attorney General; and other
interested parties. This report was prepared under my direction by staff
of the Office of the General Counselof the General Accounting Office. If
you have any questions about this report, pleasecall me at (202) 2756881. Other major contributors are listed in appendix IV.

Barry R. Bedrick
Associate General Counsel
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Appendix I

Objectives,Scope,and Methodology

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (OBRA1989)requires the
General Accounting Office to study physician and third-party payer
antitrust issues:
“The Comptroller Generalshall conduct a study of the effect of anti-trust laws on
the ability of physicians to act in groups to educateand discipline peers of such
physicians in order to reduce and eliminate ineffective practice patterns and inappropriate utilization. The study shall further addressanti-trust issues as they relate
to the adoption of practice guidelines by third-party payers and the role that practice guidelines might play as a defensein malpractice cases.. . .“I

This report addressesthe antitrust questionsposed by the statute and
discusseshow antitrust law may constrain physicians and third-party
payers in addressingquality-of-care and utilization problems in various
contexts. It specifically discussesphysician antitrust issuespertaining
to: hospital peer review; practice guidelines,both informational and
mandatory; the antitrust implications of various collective responsesby
physicians to the Medicare statutory fee schedule;and physicians’complaints to Medicare peer review organizations and carriers regarding the
practice of other physicians. We have also examined the antitrust implications of the adoption of practice guidelinesby third-party payers.
In preliminary investigation of the issue of malpractice and practice
guidelines,we found that any discussionwould have had to be based
mainly on conjecture, and as a result would not have been very useful.
Few if any data were available on how courts had dealt with the issue.
We could have speculatedon what courts might do in the future but,
given that malpractice casesare largely heard in state courts, it would
have been difficult and perhaps misleading to attempt to generalize
about what may happen2
We discussedthe issue of the role of practice guidelines in malpractice
caseswith staff from the SenateCommittee on Finance’sSubcommittee
on Long Term Care. It was agreedthat, in lieu of including that issue in
this report, we would addressinstead the antitrust implications of the
Medicare statutory fee scheduleprovisions.
‘Pub. L. No. 101-239,6102(d)(9), 103 Stat. 2187 (1989).

20ne potentially significant source of data on malpractice and practice guidelines is a not-yetimplemented demonstration project in Maine. Participating physicians in that state in certain medical
specialties that are frequent targets of malpractice claims will be permitted to use compliance with
state-sanctioned practice parameters as a defense to malpractice charges. However, data will not be
available for some time. The right to use the defense will begin next year (provided that at least 60
percent of the physicians in each eligible specialty agree to participate).
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Objeetlvee,

Scope, and Methodology

We agree that the impact of malpractice claims and insurance on efforts
to control the costs of medical care deservesour attention. We are planning work in this area that will explore alternatives to the current
system.
In preparing this study, we reviewed applicable court decisions,surveyed literature pertaining to physician antitrust issuesand the development and use of practice guidelines,and met with representatives of
interested organizationsand governmental entities charged with
enforcing antitrust laws. We conductedour work from January 1990
through May 1991. We performed our work in accordancewith generally acceptedgovernment auditing standards.
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CommentsFrom the FederalTrade Commission

UNlT@D

STATES

OF AMERICA

FEDERALTRADECOMMISSION
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

2OSSO

June 17, 1991
Barry R. Redrick
Asrociate General Couneel
United Staten General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear

Hr. R&rick:

Thank you for providing the Commission with an opportunity
to review the General Accounting Office's draft report to
Congreee on the applicability
of the antitrust
laws to efforts
by
professional
groups and by third party payers toldevelop and
As you know,
apply guidelines for effective
medical practice.
the Commiesionas etaff ha6 diecurmsed with GAO etaff the
application
of antitrust
analysis to health care markets and the
Commission's activities
in that area.
The Commission agrees with the report's conclusion that the
federal antitrust
lawn, including the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do not impede desirable efforts by professional
groups or
third-party
payers to establieh guideline6 for medical practice
designed to improve the quality and cost-effectiveneae
of medical
In particular,
the report accurately
care delivered to patiente.
reflects
court decisions and Commiaeion policy and precedent on
the following points:
1 Hospital-based peer review of physicians'
practices is
generaiiy both legitimate
and procompetitive,
raising antitruet
issues primarily
when abused to restrict
competition by excluding
practitioner8
or categories of practitioners
from the market for
reasons not grounded in the hospital's
interest in the efficient
delivery of high-quality
services;

1
This letter is based upon a review of the draft report.
While the final report was not available for review prior to the
date specified for Commission comment, FTC staff members have
provided the GAO with detailed comments on the draft report, and
the Commieaion understands that these comments may be reflected
in the final report submitted to Congress.
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Ckunmente From the Federal
Trade Commbrion

Barry R. Bedrick
Page 2
2. Advisory practice standarda and other
programs are highly unlikely to cause antitrust

educational
concerns;

3.
Mandatory practice standards are likely to' be
procompetitive
if adopted by integrated joint ventures and may be
procompetitive
in other circumstances depending on their effects;
4.
Insurers' unilateral
govern their payment decisions
law.

adoption of practice guidelines
does not violate the antitrust

to

While portions of the draft report could create a m istaken
impression that certain kinds of conduct are likely to raise
significant
antitrust
problems, the Commission's staff has
discussed these matters with a representative
from your office,
and it is the Commission's understanding that GAO staff is
attempting
to addrere these concerns in the final report.
The Commission appreciates the opportunity
looks forward to working with you in the future
mutual concern.
BY

direction

to comment and
on issues of

of the Commission.
Donald S. Clark
Secretary
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CommentsFrom the Departxnentof Justice

U. S. Department of Justice
Antitrust Division

June

Mr. Barry
R. Bedrick
Associate
General
Counsel
United
States
General
Accounting
D.C.
20540
Washington,
Dear

Mr.

26,

1991

Office

Bedrick:

The Antitrust
Division
of the Department
of Justice
has
reviewed
the General
Accounting
Office’s
(GAO’S)
draft
report
on
the antitrust
implications
of actions
by physicians
and payers
to reduce
inefficient
practice
patterns
and inappropriate
utilization.
We thank you for the opportunity
to review
this
and to discuss
these
issues
with
the GAO staff
who
report,
formulated
the report.
The cost
and availability
of quality
health
care services
in this
country
is a significant
national
concern,
and we believe
that
it is important
to clarify
the
impact
of the antitrust
laws on legitimate
efforts
by physicians
and payers
to improve
the quality
and efficiency
of health
care
services.
The report
concludes
that
additional
statutory
antitrust
immunities
are not necessary
because
the antitrust
laws are
unlikely
to significantly
interfere
with
physicians’
abilities
to engage in activities
such as peer review
and the development
of clinical
practice
guidelines.
The report
reaches
the same
conclusion
as to payers
who develop
practice
guidelines.
We

agree .
Most of the actions
upon which
the report
focuses
do not
because
they are rarely
raise
significant
antitrust
concerns,
They can provide
anticompetitive
and can be very beneficial.
consumers
and payers
with
additional
information
that
enables
them
to make better
decisions
about purchasing
and using
health
and they encourage
providers
to compete
more
care services,
vigorously
on the basis
of cost-effectiveness
and quality.
Most
consumers
of health
care do not have the knowledge
or experience
to allow
them to determine
the quality
or appropriateness
of
services
being
provided
to them.
Peer review
and practice
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Comments From the Department

of Justice

guidelines,
when properly
developed
and implemented,
give
payers
and consumers
a standard
to use in evaluating
providers
and thus
increase
competition
as providers
seek to establish
that
they
offer
quality
care in an efficient
manner.
Legitimate
peer review
actions
and the promulgation
of
advisory
guidelines
are generally
unlikely
to be found to
violate
the antitrust
laws.
Other
actions
such as mandatory
guidelines,
if challenged,
will
usually
be subject
to a full
analysis
under the antitrust
laws weighing
both the
procompetitive
benefits
and likely
harm to competition.
If,
on
balance,
these
activities
injure
consumers
by limiting
price
and/or
quality,
they would be invalidated.
The only
exception
to the usual
full
analysis
would be in instances
where mandatory
guidelines
involve
or result
in agreements
that
are generally
regarded
as EWE se illegal
such as price
fixing.
report
clarify
again

we have informally
to the GAO staff,
portions
of the
for the opportunity
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provided
detailed
comments
on the draft
and we continue
to work with
them to
report
for its
final
version.
Thank you
to comment on and review
this
report.
Sincerely

yours,

Robert
E.
Professions
Property

Bloch,
Chief
& Intellectual
Section
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Major Contributors to This Report

Office of the General
Counsel,
Washington, D.C.

Dayna K. Shah, Assistant General Counsel
GeorgeBogart, Attorney Adviser, (202) 276-6881

Human Resources
Division,
Washington, DC,

Peter E. Schmidt, Senior Evaluator

(106975)
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